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SUMMARY

Purpose: Temporal hypometabolism on fluorodeoxyglu-

cose positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) is a com-

mon finding in patients with drug-resistant temporal lobe

epilepsy (TLE). The pathophysiology underlying the

hypometabolism, including whether it reflects a primary

epileptogenic process, or whether it occurs later as result

of limbic atrophy or as a result of chronic seizures,

remains unknown. This study aimed to investigate the

ontologic relationship among limbic atrophy, histological

changes, and hypometabolism in rats.

Methods: Serial in vivo imaging with FDG-PET and volu-

metric magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was acquired

before and during the process of limbic epileptogenesis

resulting from kainic acid–induced status epilepticus in

the rat. The imaging data were correlated with histologic

measures of cell loss, and markers of astrogliosis (glial

fibrillary acid protein [GFAP]), synaptogenesis (synapto-

physin), glucose transporter 1 (Glut1) and energy metab-

olism (cytochrome oxidase C), on brains of the animals

following the final imaging point.

Key Findings: Hippocampal hypometabolism on FDG-PET

was found to be present 24 h following status epilepticus,

tending to lessen by 1 week and then become more

marked again following the onset of spontaneous seizures.

Atrophy of limbic structures was evident from 7 days

post-SE, becoming progressively more marked on serial

MRI over subsequent weeks. No relationship was observed

between the severity of MRI-detected atrophy or CA1

pyramidal cell loss and the degree of the hypometabolism

on FDG-PET. However, an inverse relationship was

observed between hypometabolism and increased expres-

sion of the Glut1 and synaptophysin in the hippocampus.

Significance: These findings demonstrate that hypometab-

olism occurs early in the processes of limbic epileptogenesis

and is not merely a consequence of pyramidal cell loss or

the progressive atrophy of limbic brain structures that fol-

low. The hypometabolism may reflect cellular mechanisms

occurring early during epileptogenesis in addition to any

effects of the subsequent recurrent spontaneous seizures.
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The majority of patients with medically refractory tempo-
ral lobe epilepsy (TLE) show prominent mesial hypometab-
olism in the epileptogenic temporal lobe on [18F]
fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDG-
PET) (Henry et al., 1990; Theodore et al., 2001; O’Brien
et al., 2008). It is notable that FDG-PET can reliably lateral-
ize the epileptogenic hippocampus in patients who lack the
typical changes of mesial temporal sclerosis on magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) (Carne et al., 2004). However the

underlying pathophysiology of this hypometabolism and its
relationship to epileptogenesis and the severity of TLE are
largely unknown. In studies of patients with established,
medically refractory TLE little relationship has been found
between the severity of the hypometabolism observed on
FDG-PET and other recognized pathophysiologic changes
associated with TLE (O’Brien et al., 1997; Foldvary et al.,
1999). However, this is still controversial. Studies of blood
flow (Fink et al., 1996) and cell loss (Foldvary et al., 1999)
have demonstrated a limited correlation with the degree and
extent of PET-detected hypometabolism, whereas some cor-
relation has been demonstrated between the degree of hy-
pometabolism and epilepsy duration and number of seizures
experienced (Jokeit et al., 1999; Matheja et al., 2001).
Given this, it is uncertain whether the hypometabolism is a
marker of the primary epileptogenic process or alternatively
a secondary consequence of the chronic epilepsy. Such
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temporal and pathophysiologic relationships are difficult to
study in humans because of the long duration of the disease
course and the rare opportunities to image premorbid epi-
leptic states. Traditional histologic and autoradiographic
techniques in animal models are also unable to readily
investigate these ontologic issues, as only one time point
can be assessed in each animal.

In vivo FDG-PET imaging in animal models of epilepsy
provides an opportunity to investigate the ontologic rela-
tionship among limbic hypometabolism, epileptogenesis,
the effects of seizures and disease progression, and its
underlying pathophysiologic basis (Dedeurwaerdere et al.,
2007). To date a small number of studies have used PET to
examine the acute effect of induced convulsive seizures
(Kornblum et al., 2000; Mirrione et al., 2006) and limbic
epileptogenesis (Goffin et al., 2009; Guo et al., 2009) in
rodents. These studies have found during both kainic acid
(KA) and lithium pilocarpine-induced status epilepticus that
FDG uptake in the brain is increased, whereas FDG uptake
is decreased during epileptogenesis following status epilep-
ticus. Furthermore, Guo et al. (2009) found a significant
relationship between the degree of hypometabolism in the
entorhinal cortex early following status epilepticus and the
development of later spontaneous recurrent seizures. These
studies, however, failed to account for the effect of the sig-
nificant limbic atrophy that occurs following status epilepti-
cus in these models, potentially confounding measures of
hypometabolism. Furthermore, no studies have investigated
the relationship between imaging outcomes and postmortem
histology in order to better understand the underlying cellu-
lar correlates of the hypometabolism on FDG-PET and its
potential pathologic role in limbic epileptogenesis. The
purpose of the current study was to use serial in vivo FDG-
PET and MRI to characterize the spatiotemporal develop-
ment of FDG hypometabolism during epileptogenesis in the
KA-induced status epilepticus model of TLE and to corre-
late this with the development of the volumetric MRI and
histologic changes.

Methods

Animals
The study and all procedures were approved by the ani-

mal ethics committees of The Ludwig Cancer Institute/
Department of Surgery, Royal Melbourne Hospital, and the
Florey Neuroscience Institutes. All procedures were per-
formed according to the guidelines set by the Australian
Code of Practice for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.

Twenty-three, 14- to 16-week-old male Wistar rats
(breeding colony at Department of Medicine, the Royal
Melbourne Hospital, The University of Melbourne,
Parkville, Victoria, Australia) were implanted with custom-
made gold bipolar electrodes as described previously (Jupp
et al., 2006a,b) for confirmation of status epilepticus and
later spontaneous recurrent seizures by EEG. Two weeks

following surgery, 16 animals underwent KA administra-
tion to induce status epilepticus. Briefly, animals received
repeated low-dose KA administration (Hellier et al., 1998;
Hellier & Dudek, 2005) (5 mg/kg, i.p., followed by 2.5 mg/
kg, i.p., injections once per hour; Ocean Produce Industries,
Diggs, VA, U.S.A.) until continual epileptiform activity
was observed on EEG. After 4 h, status epilepticus was ter-
minated by injection of diazepam (2 mg/kg, i.p., every
15 min until seizure activity ceased on electroencephalogra-
phy (EEG); Roche, Dee Why, NSW, Australia). Five ani-
mals died during status epilepticus and were therefore not
included in the analysis. Seven control animals underwent
identical surgeries, handling, and imaging but received saline
in place of KA. All animals were periodically monitored
post–status epilepticus via video-EEG (approximately 24 h
every week for the duration of the experiment) to confirm the
development of spontaneous recurrent seizures. Ongoing sei-
zures were recorded in all animals that underwent KA-
induced status epilepticus, commencing as early as 1 week
after status epilepticus.

Image acquisition
Five serial FDG-PET and MRI acquisitions were

acquired for each of the 18 animals (KA, n = 11; control,
n = 7), over a period of 6 weeks: (1) One week after elec-
trode implantation before status epilepticus, (2) one day fol-
lowing status epilepticus (24 h), (3) one week following
status epilepticus (7 days), (4) three weeks following status
epilepticus (21 days), and (5) five weeks following status
epilepticus (35 days; 6 weeks following surgery).

Animals were fasted for 4 h before PET acquisitions to
maximize glucose uptake in the brain. One hour before scan-
ning animals were injected with between 1 and 1.5 mCi (37
and 55 MBq) of [18F] FDG, i.p., to extend the time taken for
the FDG to reach the brain, thereby minimizing the acute
affects of handling and injection on the scan (Gonzalez-Lima,
1992), and were placed in a quiet location during the uptake
period of 1 h, corresponding to the preparation of human sub-
jects undergoing interictal FDG PET studies (O’Brien et al.,
2001). Following this uptake period, animals were anesthe-
tized using a ketamine (75 mg/kg)/xylazine (10 mg/kg)
cocktail injected intraperitoneally and once immobile ani-
mals were placed within the field of view of the PET camera
(Mosaic; Philips, Milpitas, CA, U.S.A.) and a half hour emis-
sion scan in frame mode was acquired. The resulting sino-
gram was reconstructed using an iterative, ordered-subset
estimate maximization (OSEM) algorithm provided by the
manufacturer to give a voxel size of 1 · 1 · 1 mm. PET
images were normalized to FDG uptake in the cerebellum to
account for differences in activity of administered PET radio-
ligand and normal variation in intraperitoneal tracer uptake.
This region was chosen according to previous studies demon-
strating that FDG uptake in this region was unaffected by sta-
tus epilepticus (Goffin et al., 2009; Guo et al., 2009) or by
KA administration and provided consistent uptake values on
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repeated scans (Jupp B, Hicks R, Binns D, O’Brien TJ,
unpublished observations). No attenuation or partial volume
corrections were applied.

Within 24 h of each PET scan a volumetric T2-weighted
MRI was acquired on a 4.7 T Bruker Biospec 47/30 Avance
small animal spectrometer (Ettlingen, Germany) using a
shielded gradient set (Bruker Biospec) appropriate for rats
as described previously (Jupp et al., 2006a). T2-weighted
axial structural images were obtained over 15 adjacent
1-mm–thick slices using a fast spin echo sequence (acquisi-
tion time (TA) = 298 s, repetition time (TR) = 3.1 s, echo
time (TE) = 67.5 ms, matrix (MTX) = 256 · 256, averages =
3, field of view (FOV) = 6 cm, rare factor = 8) under iso-
flurane anesthetic to give images with voxel size of
0.23 · 0.23 · 1 mm. Images were collected using Paravi-
sion 3.0 (Bruker Biospec).

Image analysis
Regions of interest (ROIs) were manually drawn around

selected anatomic structures on each of the axial MR images

(Fig. 1A), and the volume was calculated using Analyze
(MAYO Foundation, Rochester, MN, U.S.A.). These struc-
tures included whole cerebrum, hippocampus, amygdala/
piriform/entorhinal cortex, thalamus/hypothalamus, lateral
ventricles, and cortex (including motor, somatosensory,
auditory, visual, and parietal cortices) bilaterally. The FDG-
PET image analysis was conducted as described previously
(Liu et al., 2010). Each normalized FDG-PET volume was
reformatted to have the same voxel size as the MRI volumes
(i.e., 0.23 · 0.23 · 1 mm) with Analyze using a linear
interpolation. The reformatted FDG-PET images were then
manually coregistered to their corresponding MR image
using the coregistration feature in Analyze (Fig. 1).

Manual coregistration involved aligning images to a
visual ‘‘best-fit’’ based on six landmarks (harderian glands,
olfactory bulbs, cerebral cortex, and cerebellum) in both the
MRI and PET scans by a single operator who was blinded to
treatment or imaging time point. This method was employed
based on pilot data demonstrating that this method provided
minimal error in registration when compared to automated

A B
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Figure 1.

Serial FDG-PET images of a KA-

treated rat demonstrating the time

course of cerebral hypometabolism

following status epilepticus. (A)

Coregistered MRI and FDG-PET

demonstrating typical regions of

interest. (B) Baseline FDG uptake.

(C) Twenty-four hours after status

epilepticus a significant decrease in

glucose uptake is observed across

the entire cerebrum. (D) One week

after status epilepticus uptake is still

decreased compared to baseline.

(E) Three weeks after status

epilepticus, uptake is further

decreased when compared to

1 week after status epilepticus. (F)

Five weeks after status epilepticus,

FDG uptake is further decreased

compared to weeks 1 and 3. Color

bar at bottom of image indicates

increasing FDG uptake from left to

right.
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registration methods such as surface or voxel matching tech-
niques (Jupp & O’Brien, 2007). ROIs drawn on MR images
were then applied to each coregistered PET to obtain FDG
uptake values for each structure.

Postmortem brain histologic processing
Following the final imaging session, animals were anesthe-

tised (150 mg/kg ketamine 20 mg/kg xylazine, i.p.) and tran-
scardially perfused with 100 mL 0.1 M phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS), followed by 400 mL 4% paraformaldehyde in
0.1 M PBS. Brains were removed, postfixed in 4% parafor-
maldehyde, and cryoprotected in 20% sucrose in PBS before
being frozen in Tissue Tek OCT (Sakura Fintek, Torrance,
CA, U.S.A.) over liquid nitrogen and cryosectioned. Serial
20-lm coronal sections were collected onto Superfrost plus
slides (Menzel-Glaser, Braunschweig, Germany), sampling
the entire hippocampus between bregma )1.8 and )6.8 mm
(Paxinos & Watson, 2005). Sections were allowed to air-dry
overnight before being stored at )80�C until use.

Sections were used for stereologic estimation of hippo-
campal CA1 pyramidal cell number (status epilepticus
treated, n = 8; control, n = 6) or for hippocampal,
thalamic/hypothalamic, amygdala/entorhinal cortex immu-
noreactivity (IR) (based on ROIs from imaging studies)
(status epilepticus treated, n = 5; control, n = 4) for mark-
ers of astrogliosis (glial fibrillary acidic protein [GFAP]),
synaptogenesis (synaptophysin), glucose transporter 1
(Glut1), and energy metabolism (cytochrome oxidase C,
COX-C). Because of technical issues in postmortem pro-
cessing, resulting in sections of unsatisfactory quality,
brains from three post-KA status epilepticus rats and one
control rat were not included in the stereologic cell esti-
mates, and brains from six post-KA rats and three controls
were removed from the IR quantifications.

Quantification of hippocampal CA1 pyramidal cell numbers
Thionin staining was performed on every 10th section

through the entire hippocampus to enable unbiased
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Figure 2.

Quantification of FDG uptake on

PET in all regions examined in post-

KA–induced status epilepticus

animals. Total cerebral FDG uptake

was reduced at 24 h following

status epilepticus compared to

control animals (A); this

normalized at 1-week after status

epilepticus in the somatosensory/

motor cortices (C) and amygdala/

piriform/entorhinal cortex (D) but

was still significantly reduced

compared to baseline. At all other

time points examined, (7d, 21d,

35d post SE) all regions were

significantly reduced when

compared to both control and

baseline values (B, E). Bp < 0.05

repeated measures ANOVA with

planned comparisons, compared to

baseline. Cp < 0.05 repeated

measures ANOVA with planned

comparisons, compared to control.
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stereologic assessment of CA1 pyramidal cell number for
comparison with hippocampal FDG uptake. Briefly, slides
were immersed in 0.1% thionin in acetate buffer solution
(0.2 M acetic acid buffer) for 30 min before being dehy-
drated through an ascending ethanol series (water, 70%,
90%, 100% · 3) for 5 min per dilution. Slides were then
cleared in histolene for 5 min and cover slipped with DPX
(BDH Chemicals, Poole Dorset, United Kingdom).

A stereologic estimation of the total cell number in the
left CA1 pyramidal cell layer using the optical fractionator
method (West et al., 2001) was performed using Stereoin-
vestigator (MicroBrightField, Williston, VT, U.S.A.) on sta-
tus epilepticus treated (n = 8) and control (n = 6) animals.
The CA1 pyramidal cell layer was delineated using a 20·
objective, and stereologic counts were performed with a
100· objective using a counting frame of dimension
25 · 25 · 6 lm and grid size of 250 · 250 lm by a
reviewer blinded to the experimental group. This region was
chosen based on previous studies suggesting it is most
severely affected in the KA model and in TLE (Sharma
et al., 2008; (de Lanerolle et al., 2003).

Immunohistochemistry
In addition, sections from control (n = 4) and status epi-

lepticus treated (n = 5) animals were analyzed for altera-
tions in left hippocampal, thalamic/hypothalamic, and
amygdala/entorhinal cortex IR for markers of astrogliosis
(GFAP), synaptogenesis (synaptophysin), Glut1, and
energy metabolism (COX-C), using immunohistochemistry.
Sections were processed for IR using an avidin–biotin per-
oxidase complex. Antibodies were used at the following
dilutions: rabbit anti-GFAP (1:500; DAKO, Glostrup,
Denmark), mouse anti-synaptophysin (1:100; Sigma-
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.), rabbit anti-Glut1 (1:100;
AbCAM, Cambridge, United Kingdom), and mouse anti-
COX-C (1:100; Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY, U.S.A.). The
sections were incubated overnight and then incubated in the
appropriate biotinylated secondary antibody (1:500; anti-
mouse immunoglobulin G [IgG]; or anti-rabbit IgG; Vector
Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, U.S.A.), followed by the
avidin–biotin complex (1:500; Vector Laboratories), and
reaction product visualized with 3,3¢-diaminobenzidine
(Sigma-Aldrich) in 0.01% hydrogen peroxide. For each
antibody, all control and status epilepticus–treated animals
were reacted simultaneously to minimize procedural varia-
tion. Control experiments were performed by omitting the
primary antibodies; in these experiments, staining failed to
occur, thereby confirming the specificity of biotin–avidin
binding.

Images of immunostained sections were acquired by a
reviewer blinded to treatment using a 20· objective under
identical conditions (light levels and other microscopic set-
tings) and saved as tagged image filed format files. Three
images per section were taken over at least four sections
sampling rostral, mid, and caudal regions of the structures

of interest from bregma )3.3 to )6.8 mm to cover the
regions analyzed in the imaging studies. An image was
taken in the internal capsule for each section for normaliza-
tion to account for variations in background staining inten-
sity. Optical density (OD) measurements were taken in each
image with manually drawn ROIs for the hippocampus,
thalamus/hypothalamus, and the amygdala/entorhinal/
piriform regions using MCID v4.0 (Interfocus Imaging,
Cambridge, United Kingdom), corresponding anatomically
with the ROIs for the MRI and PET image analyses. OD
measurements in each region were normalized to the OD of
the internal capsule to yield a relative optical density (ROD)
for each region. Average RODs were calculated from the
mean ROD of each region in each slice and then averaged
across all slices. This average ROD was compared between
epileptic and control animals.

Statistical analysis
All statistical tests were completed following advice

from the Department of Mathematics and Statistics, The
University of Melbourne. Significance was set at p < 0.05
for all tests. All data sets were subjected to a test of nor-
mality (Shapiro-Wilks) before performing appropriate sta-
tistical tests. Statistical differences between image signal
intensity was examined between epileptic and control animals
using repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA)
with planned comparisons. Differences between cell
numbers and immunoreactive product between control and
status epilepticus–treated animals were assessed using
unpaired Student’s t-tests. Any investigated correlations
were performed using a Pearson’s correlation. Where mul-
tiple correlations were observed, a stepwise backward mul-
tivariate regression analysis was performed to examine
which factors independently predicted the variable being
investigated.

Results

Kainic acid–induced SE results in early, persistent
glucose hypometabolism on FDG-PET

There was a significant effect of status epilepticus on
FDG uptake when compared to both baseline and control
levels (Figs 1 and 2). Repeated-measures ANOVA showed
a significant effect of time (F4,340 = 14.969; p < 0.001),
treatment group (F1,85 = 88.0; p < 0.001), and brain region
(F4,85 = 52.349; p < 0.001) on FDG uptake. Planned com-
parison analysis revealed a significant decrease in FDG
uptake in total cerebrum and all subregions examined when
compared to control and baseline, 24 h following SE and 21
and 35 days after status epilepticus. Seven days after status
epilepticus, FDG uptake was still significantly reduced in
total cerebrum and all regions examined compared to base-
line and control uptake with the exception of the amygdala/
piriform/entorhinal cortex region and somatosensory/motor
cortices, which were no different from control levels but
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were still significantly reduced compared to baseline
uptake. A significant difference in uptake was also observed
between the different regions of the brain between treatment
groups. The amygdala/piriform/entorhinal cortex had sig-
nificantly lower uptake in both control and post–status epi-
lepticus animals than all other regions at all time points. The
somatosensory/motor cortex also had significantly lower
uptake than the hippocampus and thalamus/hypothalamus
in both experimental groups.

Kainic acid–induced status epilepticus results in
progressive atrophy of limbic structures and ventricular
enlargement, but this does not correlate with the
severity of FDG-PET hypometabolism

There were significant differences in the regional volumes
between post–status epilepticus animals compared to controls
(Fig. 3). Volumetric MR measures revealed a significant effect
of time (F4,320 = 12.57; p < 0.001), and region (F4,80 =
1151.509; p < 0.001) and a significant interaction between

time, region, and treatment (F16,320 = 4.508; p < 0.001).
Planned comparisons revealed a significant decrease in the vol-
ume of the hippocampus and amygdala/piriform/entorhinal
cortex in KA-treated animals (p < 0.05, repeated measures
ANOVA with planned comparisons) compared to control ani-
mals. This decrease in the volume was significant from 7 days
following status epilepticus (in the hippocampus) and pro-
gressed over the following 4 weeks during the epileptogenic
period. In parallel with the decrease in limbic volume, there
was a progressive significant increase in the lateral ventricular
volume of the brain from 1 week following status epilepticus,
which continued over the following 4 weeks. No significant
change in volume was observed between KA and control ani-
mals in any other region investigated.

No significant correlations were observed at any
imaging time point between the regional volumes and FDG-
PET intensity for either the hippocampus or amygdala/
piriform/entorhinal cortex (p > 0.05, Pearson’s correlation,
Table 1).

A B

DC

E

Figure 3.

Volumetric analysis of MR images in

post-KA status epilepticus and

control animals. Volume of the

hippocampus (A), amygdala, and

surrounding regions (C) is

significantly reduced as early as

1 week following status epilepticus

when compared to control animals

and baseline measures.

Corresponding increases in volume

are observed in the lateral ventricle

(B). A significant decrease

compared to baseline volume is

observed in the somatosensory and

motor cortices for both post–

status epilepticus and control

animals (E), whereas the volume of

the thalamic hypothalamic regions

are unchanged (D). Bp < 0.05

repeated-measures ANOVA with

planned comparisons, compared to

baseline. Cp < 0.05 repeated-

measures ANOVA with planned

comparisons, compared to control.
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The severity of hippocampal hypometabolism on
FDG-PETis independentlycorrelatedwith synaptophysin
and glucose transporter 1 immunoreactivity butnot
hippocampalCA1 cell number

Unbiased stereologic estimations of the number of pyra-
midal cells in the CA1 region of the hippocampus revealed a
significant reduction in animals with status epilepticus when
compared to controls (p < 0.05, Student’s t-test) (Fig. 4A).
There was no significant correlation between pyramidal cell
number in the CA1 region and the decrease in hippocampal
glucose (p > 0.05, Pearson’s correlations). No correlation
was observed between pyramidal cell number in the CA1
region and hippocampal volume (p > 0.05, Pearson’s corre-
lation). The hippocampal IR for GFAP, synaptophysin, and
Glut1 was found to be significantly increased in the post-KA
animals (Fig. 4B–D), whereas COX-C IR was significantly
decreased when compared to controls (p < 0.05, Student’s
t-tests) (Fig. 4E). There was a significant negative correla-
tion between hippocampal FDG-PET intensity 5 weeks fol-
lowing status epilepticus and the ex vivo IR for GFAP,
synaptophysin, and Glut1 at this time point (GFAP,
r = )0.67; synaptophysin, r = )0.93, Glut1, r = )0.77,
p < 0.05, Pearson’s correlations) (Fig. 4). Multivariate
regression analysis revealed that both Glut1 and synapto-
physin IR were independently correlated with hippocampal
FDG-PET intensity at 5 weeks post-KA (B = )0.65, )0.89
respectively, p < 0.05).

The severity of hypometabolism in extrahippocampal
regions on FDG-PET does not correlate with IR for
GFAP, synaptophysin, Glut1, and COX-C

The IR for GFAP, synaptophysin, Glut1, and COX-C was
not different between post-KA status epilepticus and control
animals in the two extrahippocampal regions examined, the
thalamus/hypothalamus and the amygdala/entorhinal/pyri-
form regions (p > 0.05, Student’s t-tests) (Fig. 5). In addi-
tion, there was no correlation between the IR for any of these
markers and the severity of FDG-PET hypometabolism in
either of these regions (all p > 0.05, Pearson’s correlation).

Discussion

This study demonstrated that cerebral hypometabolism
on FDG-PET is present early following status epilepticus

Table 1. R values for examined correlations

between FDG-PET uptake and MRI volume in the

hippocampus and amygdala and associated regions

at each of the time points investigated

Region 24 h 1 week 3 weeks 5 weeks

Amygdala )0.24 0.05 0.49 0.44

Hippocampus 0.02 0.5 0.7 0.7

Thalamus 0.53 0.51 0.38 )0.24

Cortex )0.04 0.17 )0.07 0.17

A

B

D

C

E

Figure 4.

Hippocampal histologic measures and their correlation to

FDG-PET uptake at 35 days post-KA status epilepticus in the

hippocampus. (A) The number of pyramidal cells in CA1 is

reduced in post–status epilepticus rats; however, no correla-

tion was observed between CA1 cell number and FDG uptake.

GLUT1 (B), GFAP (C), and synaptophysin (D) hippocampal

immunoreactivity were all increased in post-KA – rats and

immunoreactivity negatively correlated with FDG-PET uptake

for all of these markers. COX-C immunoreactivity was

reduced in post–status epilepticus treated animals (E); how-

ever, this did not correlate with FDG-PET uptake. *p < 0.05,

Student’s t-test or Pearson’s correlation.
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and persists during the epileptogenic period and following
the onset of spontaneous recurrent seizures, suggesting that
the hypometabolism is not entirely a consequence of
chronic epilepsy and therefore may play an etiologic role in
epileptogenesis. A spatiotemporal pattern of glucose uptake
was also observed between the different regions investi-
gated. The hippocampal and thalamic/hypothalamic regions
showed a persistent reduction in glucose metabolism from
as early as 24 h following status epilepticus, whereas FDG
uptake in the amygdala/entorhinal cortex and motor/
somatosensory cortices returned to control levels at 1 week
following status epilepticus, only to decrease again at the
later time points. This early appearance of hypometabolism
confirms our previous report in this model (Jupp & O’Brien,
2007), and is consistent with those of other studies that have

used serial FDG-PET studies or ex vivo 2-deoxyglucose
autoradiography in the pilocarpine-induced status epilepti-
cus model (Goffin et al., 2009; Guo et al., 2009). Guo et al.
(2009) were able to provide evidence for the predictive
nature of this early hypometabolism for the development of
epilepsy, with a positive correlation observed between the
degree of hypometabolism in the entorhinal cortex early
following pilocarpine-induced SE and the later develop-
ment of seizures. We were unable to examine such a correla-
tion in our study because all of the animals developed
spontaneous recurrent seizures within 5 weeks post-KA sta-
tus epilepticus.

The temporal pattern of hypometabolism observed in the
current study is suggestive of two distinct phases potentially
reflecting different etiologies underlying the development
of hypometabolism in this model of TLE; an initial reduc-
tion, which normalizes or tends to normalize by 1 week
after status epilepticus, followed by a secondary reduction
3–5 weeks after status epilepticus with the emergence of
spontaneous recurrent seizures. The initial decrease in
glucose metabolism after status epilepticus possibly reflects
the extended period of convulsive seizures experienced dur-
ing status epilepticus and the massive energy demand asso-
ciated with this. Indeed status epilepticus induces
significant hypoxia (van Eijsden et al., 2004) and regional
ischemia (Choy et al., 2010) within the brain, which has
been demonstrated to result in glucose hypometabolism
(Liu et al., 1997; Cheng et al., 2011). This disruption in
neuronal metabolism, may contribute to structural and func-
tional alterations responsible for the development of epi-
lepsy as previously demonstrated (Guo et al., 2009). The
secondary reduction in glucose metabolism, observed
3–5 weeks following status epilepticus, may reflect the
effect of recurrent spontaneous seizures that increases pro-
gressively in frequency and severity post-KA status epilep-
ticus (Williams et al., 2009) as well as alterations in the
normal pattern of excitability within epileptic circuitry. In
keeping with this, tissue hypoxia has been demonstrated to
correlate with intensity of interictal spikes induced by bicu-
culline administration (Geneslaw et al., 2011), and there is
evidence for anatomic concordance between interictal spik-
ing and PET-detected hypometabolism (Person et al.,
2010). Continued disturbance in neuronal metabolism may
contribute to further structural and functional alterations as
observed in the current study, which may in turn further dis-
rupt the normal pattern of excitability within the brain.
Indeed, there is increasing evidence to suggest that hypome-
tabolism increases with longer epilepsy duration in TLE
(Jokeit et al., 1999; Akman et al., 2010). This provides an
attractive potential cellular mechanism for Gowers (1881)
original hypothesis whereby ‘‘seizures beget seizures,’’
where the hypometabolism may both be a consequence of
the seizures and contribute to their development. The differ-
ential spatiotemporal pattern of glucose uptake may indicate
differences in the involvement of each of these regions in the

A B
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Figure 5.

Histologic measures in thalamic/hypothalamic and amygdala/en-

torhinal cortical regions of control and post-KA status epilepti-

cus rats. No difference was observed in the immunoreactivity

for GLUT1 (A, B), GFAP (C, D), synaptophysin (E, F), and

COX-C (G, H) in the thalamus/hypothalamus (left hand side)

or amygdala/entorhinal cortex (right hand side).
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epileptogenic network, differences in the pathophysiology
underlying the development of the hypometabolic state, or
altered sensitivity to the effects of KA-induced status
epilepticus.

Glucose hypometabolism and the contribution of
neuronal loss

The underlying cause of temporal hypometabolism in
patients with TLE has long been postulated to relate to neu-
ronal cell loss associated with hippocampal sclerosis. A
number of clinical studies have, however, failed to demon-
strate significant correlation between hippocampal atrophy
or neuronal density and glucose metabolism in patients with
TLE (O’Brien et al., 1997; Theodore et al., 2001). Further-
more, patients without atrophy on MRI or significant surgi-
cally identified histologic cell loss often display marked
temporal lobe hypometabolism (Carne et al., 2004). In the
present study, significant progressive limbic volume loss
was observed in the hippocampus and amygdala of animals
following KA-induced status epilepticus on MRI, as has
been reported in previous studies (Nakagawa et al., 2000;
Wolf et al., 2002; Niessen et al., 2005; Nairismagi et al.,
2006). These volumetric changes, however, did not corre-
late with the degree of hypometabolism on FDG-PET in any
region or at any time point following status epilepticus.
Furthermore, the onset of hypometabolism preceded the
onset of significant volume loss and was observed in struc-
tures that failed to demonstrate any subsequent change in
volume (i.e., the thalamus/hypothalamus). This finding
agrees with results of our previous study in the fluid percus-
sion model of head injury demonstrating no correlation
between limbic atrophy and FDG-PET–detected hypome-
tabolism (Liu et al., 2010). Hypometabolism was observed
throughout the entire cerebrum rather than being limited to
structures that sustain significant cell loss, although the
limbic regions of amygdala/piriform/entorhinal cortex and
hippocampus were more severely affected compared to
nonlimbic regions.

Consistent with the lack of a relationship with the MRI
volume measurements, no correlation was observed
between the degree of hypometabolism in the hippocampus
and the extent of pyramidal cell loss in the CA1 region of
the hippocampus, the region that undergoes the majority of
cell loss in this model of TLE (Sharma et al., 2008). Other
regions displaying hypometabolism have also been reported
to demonstrate neuronal loss in this model of TLE, for
example, thalamus and amygdala (Chen & Buckmaster,
2005; Sharma et al., 2008), although in these studies, only
specific nuclei within these regions were affected, and cell
loss was relatively mild when compared to that observed in
the hippocampus. In the present study we did not quantify
neuronal cell numbers in these regions, and so cannot defini-
tively state that no correlation exists between the cell loss
and the hypometabolism. However, given the lack of a cor-
relation between marked cell loss and the hypometabolism

in the hippocampus, it seems unlikely that this was a major
determinant underlying the hypometabolism seen in these
other regions.

No correlation was observed between hippocampal CA1
neuronal loss and MRI hippocampal volumes, a finding that
conflicts potentially with previous human studies (Lee
et al., 1995; Briellmann et al., 2002). However, these previ-
ous studies utilized measurements of cell density rather than
estimating total neuronal numbers in CA1 using unbiased
stereologic techniques, as was done in the present study. In
addition, although cell loss was quantified in the CA1 subre-
gion, the MRI volumes encompassed the entire hippocam-
pus. Significant neuronal loss has been reported in other
hippocampal subregions of epileptic rats post-KA status
epilepticus, in particular CA3 and the dentate hilus (Mark-
steiner et al., 1992; Brandt et al., 2003), and the relative cell
loss in these subregions often differs considerably between
animals, which could have confounded the correlation with
the total hippocampal volumes. In a previous study using
stereologic estimates, we found that neuronal loss in the
CA3c region 24 h post-KA status epilepticus was of a mag-
nitude similar to that seen in epileptic animals 6 weeks after
status epilepticus (Vivash et al., 2011). This contrasts with
the lack of change in hippocampal volumes seen in the pres-
ent study at 24-h post-KA status epilepticus, and the pro-
gressive loss of volume seen at the later time points.

Cellular correlates of hypometabolism: cause or effect?
A number of histologic alterations commonly seen in the

post-KA-induced status epilepticus model of TLE were also
assessed for their relationship to glucose hypometabolism.
An increase in the IR of GFAP, synaptophysin, and Glut1
was observed in the hippocampus of post-KA status epile-
pticus animals 5 weeks following status epilepticus, in
accordance with previous reports in this and other models of
TLE (Represa et al., 1995; Gronlund et al., 1996; Li et al.,
2002). Independent correlations were observed between
hypometabolism at 5 weeks after status epilepticus and syn-
aptophysin and Glut1 IR. The correlations observed within
the hippocampus may provide insight into a possible underly-
ing cause/effect of hypometabolism in this structure, and they
suggest mechanisms by which hypometabolism may contrib-
ute pathologically to the development of epilepsy. It is not
possible to definitively confirm the cause-or-effect nature of
these alterations, however, as only one time point after the
development of the epilepsy was examined histologically.

Under normal circumstances, the major portion of glu-
cose consumption in the brain is used for the maintenance of
neuronal resting membrane potential (Mata et al., 1980;
Huang et al., 2007). Disruption of glucose metabolism has
been demonstrated to affect excitability within the brain
(Wang et al., 2006; Stafstrom et al., 2009). Furthermore, it has
been suggested that hypometabolism may reflect a decrease
in postsynaptic inhibition (Pumain et al., 2008). Given this,
it is likely that the disruption in glucose metabolism
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observed after status epilepticus has significant effects on
levels of excitability within the brain, which may in turn be
responsible for the development and propagation of seizures
via the hippocampus. Therefore, given the fact that hypome-
tabolism was observed in this study early in the epilepto-
genic processes and the significant correlations between the
magnitude of the hypometabolism and the changes in syna-
ptogenesis and Glut1 IR, we postulate that the hypometabo-
lism may be etiologically involved in the development of
these cellular changes. For example the increase in Glut1,
the main transporter of glucose across the blood–brain bar-
rier, may occur in an attempt to increase the amount of glu-
cose available to the brain to restore the balance required for
normal resting membrane potential. Furthermore, there is
evidence linking neuronal metabolic states to plasticity and
synaptogenesis. Studies of hypoglycemic organotypic slices
have demonstrated presynaptic remodeling typifying syna-
ptogenesis (Nikonenko et al., 2003) and studies have shown
that long-term potentiation can be regulated directly by neu-
ronal energy metabolism (Potter et al., 2010). Therefore,
hypometabolism may alter the underlying excitability of the
hippocampus and contribute to the development of new syn-
apses (and hence increased synaptophysin IR). This aberrant
synaptogenesis may in turn further alter patterns of
excitability.

No correlations between the IR for the studied markers
and PET hypometabolism were observed in the two extra-
hippocampal regions examined. In addition, there were no
differences in the IR for any of the markers between control
and post–status epilepticus animals in these regions. This
finding contrasts with that of previous studies in the post-
KA–induced status epilepticus model, where astrogliosis
has been observed (Gramsbergen & van den Berg, 1994;
Sharma et al., 2008) within specific nuclei of the amygdala
and thalamus. However, such subregion specific changes
are likely to be lost in the large ROIs used in this study,
which encompassed multiple nuclei, potentially diluting
any specific effects. It should be noted that the lack of corre-
lation in these regions may represent differences in the
underlying cause/effect of hypometabolism, potentially
reflecting the differential contribution of these regions to
epileptogenesis. Clearly further investigation is required to
determine whether the correlations observed within the hip-
pocampus in the current study are specific to hypometabo-
lism or represent unrelated epiphenomena.

Potential confounding effects of structural atrophy on
the quantification of FDG-PET scans

The PET images acquired in this study were of lower res-
olution than those of the MR images. This can result in ‘‘par-
tial voluming effects’’ in the PET ROIs with the image
intensity in voxels covering gray matter regions reduced by
inclusion of surrounding regions with low FDG uptake
(e.g., ventricles). It is possible that this could have a con-
founding effect on the analysis if more of the ventricle was

included in the PET ROIs of the post-KA status epilepticus
animals (because of structural atrophy in this group). How-
ever, a number of factors argue against this being a major
factor in the hypometabolism measured in the FDG-PET
scans in the post-KA status epilepticus rats. First, the PET
hypometabolism was most prominent in the scan acquired
24 h after the KA-induced status epilepticus, when neither
the structural atrophy nor the increase in ventricular size
was present on the MRI scans. Second, the structural brain
atrophy in the hippocampus and amygdala/piriform/entorhi-
nal regions, and increase in ventricular size, progressively
increased over the three subsequent serial MRI scans,
whereas this is not seen on the relevant PET quantifications
for these regions. Third, relative hypometabolism was iden-
tified on the PET analysis in regions in which there was no
significant atrophy seen on the MRI in the post-KA status
epilepticus animals (i.e., the cortex and thalamus/hypothala-
mus). Finally, there was no significant correlation at any
time point between the regional volumes and FDG-PET
intensity for either the hippocampus or amygdala/piriform/
entorhinal cortex (p > 0.05, Pearson’s correlation, Table 1).

Conclusion

Serial FDG-PET and MRI during epileptogenesis post-
KA status epilepticus demonstrated that cerebral glucose
hypometabolism is present early following KA-induced sta-
tus epilepticus, tends to normalize 1-week after status
epilepticus, and then worsens again following the onset of
spontaneous recurrent seizures. The severity of hypometab-
olism on FDG-PET does not correlate with the limbic atro-
phy or ventricular dilation that progressively develops over
weeks following the status epilepticus in any of the regions
investigated. A strong relationship was demonstrated, how-
ever, within the hippocampus between the degree of
hypometabolism and the expression of the glucose trans-
porter, GLUT-1, and a marker of synaptogenesis, synapto-
physin. Taken together, these novel findings implicate that
hypometabolism following an epileptogenic insult may
occur as a result of, or result in, pathologic alterations,
which may contribute to the processes of epileptogenesis.
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